Welcome to CornholeParty.com!
You can find all sorts of Cornhole information right here.  



The Best Cornhole Gear Cornhole Rules




So what is Cornhole anyway?
Cornhole is a popular lawn game that has taken the United States by storm. Also known as bean bag toss or baggo, cornhole is a game of skill and accuracy that can be enjoyed by people of all ages and skill levels.
The game consists of two wooden boards, each with a hole cut near the top of the board. The boards are placed about 27 feet apart from each other, and players stand behind their board and take turns throwing bean bags filled with corn or synthetic materials at the opposite board.



The goal of the game is to score points by getting your bean bag through the hole in the opposite board, or by landing your bean bag on the board and having it stay there. If a bean bag goes through the hole, it is worth three points, while landing on the board is worth one point. The first player or team to reach 21 points wins the game.
Cornhole has become a popular pastime at tailgates, barbecues, and other outdoor events. It's a great way to enjoy the outdoors, socialize with friends, and engage in a little friendly competition. Cornhole tournaments have even become a popular fundraising activity for charities and other organizations.
While the rules of cornhole are fairly simple, the game does require some skill and practice to master. Players must learn to judge distance and adjust their throwing technique to account for wind and other conditions. Additionally, players can try different throwing styles and grips to find the one that works best for them.
Cornhole is also a relatively inexpensive game to play, as the equipment can be easily made or purchased at a reasonable cost. The game can be played with just two people or in teams of two, making it a versatile game that can be enjoyed in many different settings.
In conclusion, cornhole is a fun and engaging game that has become a staple of outdoor events and gatherings. With its simple rules and easy-to-learn gameplay, cornhole is a game that anyone can enjoy, regardless of age or skill level. So grab a set of boards and bean bags, find a partner, and start tossing!



